1. Thoroughly define “evangelism,” giving a clear indication of your knowledge of other proposed definitions while also defending the definition that you create/choose. In the context of this response, discuss relational evangelism, servant evangelism, ministry evangelism, and confrontational evangelism. Indicate the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

2. Based on a review of the scriptures and resources related to the “healthy church” concept, describe a healthy church. Your response should show knowledge of several sources, including the scriptures.

3. Compare and contrast exclusivism, inclusivism, pluralism, and universalism. State clearly which position you hold, and defend it biblically.

4. Discuss the relationship between evangelism and spiritual awakening in historical perspective, including a comparison of the philosophies of Jonathan Edwards and Charles Finney with regard to spiritual awakenings. Critique both philosophies from an historical church growth perspective.

5. Based upon Rainer’s research of evangelistically growing churches, discuss the relationship between theology and church growth. In the course of this response, compare exclusivism to inclusivism, and pluralism.

6. Discuss relational evangelism, servant evangelism, ministry evangelism, confrontational evangelism, E-0 evangelism, and 3-P evangelism. Indicate the advantages and disadvantages of each approach.

7. Discuss how evangelism might be done effectively among postmodern persons.


